Directions to The Hilltop Institute at UMBC

From I-695 (Baltimore Beltway):
Take exit 12C - Wilkens Avenue (west) and continue 1/2 mile to the traffic circle. At the traffic circle, take the 3rd exit onto Hilltop Road. At the light, turn right onto Hilltop Circle and proceed to the next traffic circle. There are two ways to access parking.

1) At the traffic circle, take the 2nd exit to remain on Hilltop Circle and proceed to the 1st stop sign, Administration Drive. Turn left onto Administration Drive and proceed to the entrance ramp to the visitor parking lot on your left.

2) At the traffic circle, take the 3rd exit to the main “drop-off” circle. Proceed to your right to enter the 2nd level of the Administration Drive Garage (the visitor parking lot). If you do not have a parking pass, you will need to pay to park.

From Baltimore City and points north:
Take I-95 south to exit 47B, Route 166. Follow Rt. 166 toward Catonsville and then follow signs to UMBC (this will take you onto UMBC Blvd.). Continue straight through the first traffic circle to remain on UMBC Blvd. You will then encounter a 2nd traffic circle, and there are two ways to access parking (see below).

From Washington and points south:
Proceed north on I-95 to exit 47B, Route 166. Follow Rt. 166 toward Catonsville and then follow the signs to UMBC (this will take you onto UMBC Blvd.). Continue straight through the first traffic circle to remain on UMBC Blvd. You will then encounter a 2nd traffic circle, and there are two ways to access parking (see below).

Two ways to access parking:
1) At the 2nd traffic circle, take the 1st exit onto Hilltop Circle and proceed to the 1st stop sign, Administration Drive. Turn left onto Administration Drive and proceed to the entrance ramp to the visitor parking lot on your left.

2) At the 2nd traffic circle, take the 2nd exit to the main “drop-off” circle. Proceed to your right to enter the 2nd level of the Administration Drive Garage (the visitor parking lot).

If you do not have a parking pass, you will need to pay to park.

After you have parked: Follow the main walkway toward the buildings. The Hilltop Institute is located in Sondheim Hall, which will be the second building on your right, just after the Retriever Activities Center (RAC). Come to the third floor and ring the bell. Someone will buzz you in and direct you to our reception desk, which is halfway down the hall.

Note: Administration Drive Garage (the visitor parking lot) and Sondheim Hall are both marked with thick red circles on the following map.